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Sideview of Deerberg 
Incinerator IRL 50

Frontview of the Deerberg 
Sludge Oil Unit

Exhaust Gas Fan

General Description

The combustion chamber 

of the IRL 50 Incinerator 

is of cylindrical shape 

refractory. An insulation 

layer is fitted on the 

outside of the refractory. 

The outer shell is made 

of double steel plates, 

forming a jacket for air 

cooling.

The steel plates are 

screwed (not welded) and 

allow easy mounting and 

unmounting (especially 

suited for retrofitting).

Sludge Oil Unit

The Sludge Oil Unit stores 

and prepares sludge oil to 

be burnt in the Incinerator. 

Sludge is prepared by 

heating and homogenizing 

in a continous 

recirculating process.

Exhaust Gas Fan

The Exhaust Gas Fan, 

which is of centrifugal 

type, is designed to 

operate with an exhaust 

gas temperature of up to 

350° C. It is necessary to 

prepare transition pieces 

in order to to connect 

the rectangular fan to a 

circular piping.

Deerberg Densifier 
TC 14 is a small 
scale solution for 
compacting tins

Deerberg Bale Com-
pactor 35/45 VL of-
fers efficient volume 
reduction

Deerberg Glass 
Crusher GKF 550 –
a reliable small-foot-
print-solution

DISPERATOR-equipment for efficient
glass waste handling

Disperator AB
Box 2133
SE-128 23  SKARPNÄCK, SWEDEN
telephone: +46 8 724 01 60
telefax: +46 8 724 60 70
E-mail: info@disperator.se GK/Prod/Eng/000601

A Disperator glass crusher makes light work of  handling
empty  bottles, jars and other glass containers by grinding
them to small particles the size of sand. Most kitchens,
bars and galleys have problems with this waste.

Collection and transport of waste glass is time
consuming because of it’s large volume. And floor space,
which should be put to better use, is occupied with a
mountain of empty bottles.  These problems are
alleviated when a Disperator glass crusher is used.

Model GKF 550 is easy to install in a  kitchen, galley or
in a garbage room.

GKF 550

Alternatively the glass crusher can be installed on a lower
floor level, near to the point of  waste collection, and
fed with empty bottles by a tube from the bar, kitchen
or galley above.

After being ground into small grains of glass with no
sharp edges, an empty bottle has only 20% of  it’s original
volume which means less storage space, less frequent
collection and lower transport costs.

Disperator glass crusher GKF 550 is designed to give
long-life in environments where reliability and efficiency
is essential.

Volume reduction of glass bottles by 80%

For 25 years Deerberg-Systems has 
gathered valuable experience in Maritime 
Waste Handling – especially in the area of 
recycling and incineration of solid waste.

131 large passenger vessels, 

64 navy vessels and more 

than 600 cargo vessels 

are fitted with Deerberg 

equipment.

Based on this knowledge, 
we have selected a range of 
recycling equipment that is 
especially suited for Cargo 
vessels. 

It handles glass, tins, and 
various packaging material in 
a most efficient way. 

Our Solid Waste Treatment 
System is fully integrated and 
includes equipment for any 
type of garbage. 
There are solutions to simply 
collect, compact and steril-
ize waste for later disposal 
in port, as well as integrated 
solutions in connection with 
incineration technology.

Obviously, the combination 
of an on-board incinerator 
and recycling equipment will 
significantly  gains extra op-
erational flexibility – a crucial 
factor for cargo 
concerns. 

INCINERATOR

PURPOSE
The purpose of the incinerator is to burn the daily on board generated solid and liquid waste (IRL type only), in accordance with the 
Marpol / IMO-Rules. 

IMO SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS
Marpol 73/78 Annex V limits the solid wastes materials that can be discharged to the sea and annex I prohibits any discharge of oily 
waste to the sea. 
In practical terms there are quantities of solid wastes that have to be stored onboard in adequate storage rooms to be unloaded at 
port facilities or alternatively an incinerator should be installed onboard. IMO requirements for incinerator plants installed onboard up 
to a capacity of 1500 kW are defined in Resolution MEPC76(40). This resolution gives detailed instructions for safety and control
features, quantity control procedures, exhaust gas emissions, type tests and certifications.
The incinerators are IMO type certified. 

MAIN TECHNICAL DATA IR 10 IRL 10 IR 30 IRL 30 IR 50 IRL 50 IR 65 IRL 65 IR 80 IRL 80 IR 100 IRL 100 
Maximum

thermal capacity kcal / h 100.000 300.000 500.000 650.000 800.000 1.000.000

Incineration
capacity

Sludge Oil * (l/h) 
Sewage Sludge (l/h) 
Solid Waste (kg/h) 
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175

160
35

175
Multi Chamber 

Design No No No Yes Yes Yes

Continuous
loading door - Optional Optional Included Included Included

Main
Dimensions** L x W x H (mm) 1255x1015x1959 1780x1280x1820 1780x1280x1820 2530x1855x2190 2350x1855x2190 3458x1771x2261

Weight kg 1380 3150 3150 5850 5850 9150

* with 40 % water content 
** for more information see detailed drawing
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Purpose
The purpose of the incinerator is to
burn on board generated solid and
liquid waste (IRL type only), in ac-
cordance with Marpol/IMO rules.
If there is no inci-nerator on board, 
solid waste has 
to be stored in 
adequate storage 
rooms, in order 
to be unloaded at 
port facilities.
Using an inciner-
ator instead, gives 
extra flexibility to 
ship-owners.
All Deerberg in-

cinerators are IMO 

type certified.

Capacity
Deerberg offers incinerators with 
different thermal capacities (for 
additional technical specification see 
table below).

Advantages

     Sludge oil and 
burnable waste 
do     not have 
to be landed on 
shore

No costs for 

discharging 

sludge oil and 

burnable waste

No additional 
storage facilities 
required on 
board
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Deerberg Junior Incinerator

INCINERATOR
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Solutions for Recycling
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Solutions for Solid Waste


